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1. Introduction
While efficient identification in the limit from positive data of nonregular languages is a topical issue of grammatical
inference, there is no consensus on the definition of efficient identification in the limit. Every definition of efficient learning
proposed so far requires an algorithm to update its conjecture in polynomial time at least. Throughout this paper, when we
simply say an algorithm runs in polynomial time, it means that the update time is bounded by a polynomial in the total size
of the given data. However, as Pitt [8] discussed, it is well-known that every successful learning algorithm can be modified
into a polynomial-time one in the above sense, though it could be intuitively inefficient. The trick, to which this paper refers
as Pitt’s trick, lets a learning algorithm compute its conjecture from some small prefix of the input while the rest of the input
is used only as an excuse for its long running time. We need to impose some other condition(s) to prevent Pitt’s trick.
Typical learning algorithms proposed so far are consistent, conservative and prudent. An algorithm is consistent if the
conjecture of the algorithm is always consistent with the given data. An algorithm is conservative if the algorithm changes
its conjecture onlywhen the previous conjecture contradicts the newly given example. An algorithm is prudent if any output
by the algorithm represents a language that should be identified by the algorithm itself. In fact, the combination of those
conditions is restrictive enough to stop Pitt’s trick from working. Those conditions are, however, not mandatory. Lange
and Wiehagen’s [6] algorithm for learning pattern languages from positive data is not consistent but it is iterative, i.e., it
computes a new conjecture only from the newly given example and the current conjecture. Iterativeness is also strong
enough to prevent Pitt’s trick.
Moreover, not only each update time, how quickly the learning algorithm converges to the target is also an important
issue. One cannot give any upper bound on the gross amount of time that the learner has spent until it converges, because the
learner has no control over the given data. Pitt [8] proposed to measure the efficiency of learning algorithms by counting
the number of implicit errors of prediction, where an algorithm makes an implicit error of prediction if the newly given
example contradicts the current conjecture. An efficient learning algorithm shouldmake implicit errors of prediction atmost
polynomial times in the size of the target representation before it converges. De laHiguera’s [5] definition requires efficiently
learnable languages to admit a distinctive set1 of polynomial size in the size of a smallest representation of the language
such that whenever the given data includes the distinctive set, the learner successfully converges to a representation of the
E-mail address: ry@ist.hokudai.ac.jp.
1 In the original paper by de la Higuera [5], this set is called a characteristic set. In order to be compatible with the notation of a characteristic sample by
Angluin [2], we favor the term ‘‘distinctive set’’ over ‘‘characteristic set’’ in this work. The name ‘‘distinctive set’’ is given by Thomas Zeugmann in personal
communication.
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target language. Those two definitions originally target learning from complete (i.e., both positive and negative) data and
are restrictive enough to exclude Pitt’s trick.
It is a natural idea to apply those proposals to learning from positive data only. However, we should be conscious of the
difference between learning from complete data and from positive data. For instance, concerning Pitt’s definition, while it
is not a trivial task to find a representation that is expected to be consistent with the forthcoming positive and negative
examples, a representation of the languageΣ∗ is trivially consistent with any positive examples whereΣ is the alphabet of
the target language. As wewill see later, this entails that the naive straightforward application of Pitt’s definition to learning
from positive data almost spoils the restriction of polynomial-time updating. On the other hand, although Pitt argued that
counting the number of mind changes, i.e., times the learner changes its conjecture, does not make sense when learning
regular languages from complete data, his discussion does not work when learning from positive data.
Whatever we adopt as the definition of efficient algorithms, currently not many nonregular subclasses of context-free
languages are known that deserve to be called ‘‘efficiently’’ learnable from positive data in some nontrivial sense, except
for subclasses of even linear grammars whose learning problems are reducible to that of efficiently learnable subclasses of
regular languages [9]. Clark and Eyraud [3] presented a polynomial-time learning algorithm for substitutable context-free
languages. Their algorithm is not prudent, but admits a distinctive set of polynomial cardinality. Yokomori [14] proposed
a polynomial-time learning algorithm for very simple grammars, which is consistent, conservative and prudent. After his
work, Wakatsuki et al. [11] and Yoshinaka [16] showed that Yokomori’s technique is applicable to some related classes of
languages.
This paper investigates the learning efficiency of very simple grammars from positive data in various senses. Section 2
discusses possible definitions of efficient identification in the limit from positive data, particularly in comparison with
learning from complete data. In Section 3, we define and show some basic properties of very simple grammars and one-
counter simple grammars, which are very simple grammars that have exactly one nonterminal symbol. Section 4 presents a
polynomial-time learning algorithm for one-counter simple grammars that is consistent, conservative and prudent and
satisfies Pitt’s and de la Higuera’s definitions if we regard |Σ | as a constant. Moreover, one-counter simple grammars
admit even more efficient iterative algorithms if we abandon the consistency, as Lange and Wiehagen’s algorithm for
pattern languages. It runs in polynomial time regardless of whether Σ is fixed or not. At the same time, we give some
negative results about the efficiency of learning one-counter simple grammars from positive data, which are applicable
to very simple grammars. Section 5 investigates the mathematical properties of Yokomori’s [14,15] learning algorithm for
very simple grammars and gives some positive and negative results. While his algorithm does not satisfy Pitt’s definition
of polynomial-time identifiability, we present an alternative polynomial-time algorithm learning very simple grammars
from positive data that changes its conjecture at most linear times in the cardinality of the alphabet. Another remarkable
property of the alternative algorithm is strongmonotonicity. The conjectured language is monotonically expanded until the
convergence. This alternative allows a further modification where the learner does not need to memorize all examples but
only inconsistent ones. In particular once the learner converges to a grammar representing the target language, it stores no
examples. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
2. Efficient learning from positive data
Preliminaries
N and Z denote the sets of positive integers and integers, respectively. ∅ is the empty set. An alphabet Σ is a finite
nonempty set of symbols. A string w over Σ is a sequence of symbols in Σ , and Σ∗ denotes the set of all strings over Σ .
Σ+ = Σ∗−{ε}where ε is the empty string. A language overΣ is any subset ofΣ∗. For a setΣ , |Σ | denotes the cardinality
ofΣ and for a sequence w ∈ Σ∗, |w| denotes the length of w. The size of a finite language K is given as ‖K‖ =∑w∈K |w|.
A hypothesis space is a pair (G, L) where G is a set of finite descriptions called representations and L is a function mapping
elements of G to languages. When no confusion occurs, we denote the hypothesis space simply by G. Throughout this paper,
we only consider hypothesis spaces Gwhose universal membership problems are decidable, i.e., the language consisting of
pairs (G, w)with G ∈ G andw ∈ L(G) is recursive.
A positive presentation of a language L∗ is a surjection R from N to L∗. As usual, a positive presentation R is described
as the infinite sequence (R(1), R(2), . . .). Each R(i) is called a positive example of L∗. A learning algorithm A on a hypothesis
space G is an algorithm which takes a positive presentation R as input, and outputs some infinite sequence G1,G2, . . . of
representations in G, i.e., A infinitely repeats the cycle where A receives R(n) and outputs a representation Gn in G for
n = 1, 2, . . . . We denote the nth output ofA on a positive presentation R byA(R, n). A learning algorithmA converges to
G on a presentation R if for all but finitely many n, A(R, n) = G. A identifies a class L of languages in the limit from positive
data if for every positive presentation R of every L∗ ∈ L, there is G ∈ G such that L(G) = L∗ andA converges to G on R. We
also say thatA identifies a class G of representations in the limit ifA identifies the class of the languages represented by the
elements of G in the limit.
We say thatA updates its conjecture in polynomial time (or simplyA is a polynomial-time algorithm) if it computesA(R, n)
in polynomial time in |R(1)| + · · · + |R(n)| for any R and n. For a language K , a representation G is said to be consistent
with K if K ⊆ L(G). A is consistent if A(R, n) is consistent with {R(1), . . . , R(n)} for any R and n. A is conservative if
A(R, n+ 1) = A(R, n)wheneverA(R, n) is consistent with {R(n+ 1)} for any R and n.A is prudent ifA identifiesA(R, n)
in the limit for any R and n.
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A complete presentation of a language L∗ overΣ is a function R from N to {0, 1} × Σ∗ such that w ∈ L∗ iff R(i) = (1, w)
for some i andw ∈ Σ∗−L∗ iff R(i) = (0, w) for some i. For each R(i) = (j, w),w is called a positive example of L∗ if j = 1 and
w is called a negative example of L∗ if j = 0. A representation G is said to be consistent with Rk = {R(1), . . . , R(k)} if every
positive example appearing in the set Rk is in L(G) and no negative example appearing in the set Rk is in L(G). The notions of
identification in the limit from complete data etc. are defined similarly to identification in the limit from positive data etc.
Efficient learning from positive data
This section discusses possible definitions of ‘‘efficient’’ identification in the limit from positive data. There are several
different definitions that formalize the notion of efficient identification. To update its conjecture in polynomial time in the
size of the input is a common property among them, however it is known that every successful learning algorithm can be
modified so that it runs in polynomial time as Pitt [8] discussed. Roughly speaking, the trick lets the algorithm compute the
conjecture from an appropriately small prefix of the input so that the computation is done in polynomial time in the size of
the whole input. Hereafter we refer to this trick as Pitt’s trick.
Against this problem, Pitt has introduced the notion of implicit errors of prediction. Note that the original definition
concerns learning from complete data. An algorithmmakes an implicit error of prediction at step n ifA(R, n) is not consistent
with {R(n+1)}. A class G of representations is polynomial-time identifiable in the limit in Pitt’s sense if G admits a polynomial-
time learning algorithmA such that
• for any presentation of L(G) for G ∈ G, A makes implicit errors of prediction at most polynomial times in ‖G‖, where
‖G‖ is the description size of G.
Yokomori [13] proposed to relax Pitt’s definition. A class G of representations is polynomial-time identifiable in the limit in
Yokomori’s sense if G admits a polynomial-time learning algorithmA such that
• for any presentation R of L(G) for G ∈ G and n ∈ N, the number of implicit errors of prediction made byA on the first n
examples is bounded by a polynomial in ‖G‖lwhere l = max{|R(1)|, . . . , |R(n)|}.
On the other hand, de la Higuera’s [5] definition demands the existence of distinctive sets2 of polynomial size. As Pitt’s
definition, the original definition concerns learning from complete data. A class G of representations is identifiable in the
limit from polynomial time and data if G admits a polynomial-time learning algorithmA such that
• A is consistent,
• for each G ∈ G, there is a finite set K (called a distinctive set) of examples such that
. ‖K‖ is bounded by a polynomial in ‖G‖,
. G is consistent with K ,
. for any presentation R of L(G) and n ∈ N, whenever K ⊆ {R(1), . . . , R(n)}, L(A(R, n)) = L(G) and A(R, n) =
A(R, n+ 1).
One might expect that those definitions also work well when learning from positive data only. We however should be
conscious of the difference between learning from complete data and learning from positive data.
We say that an algorithm changes its mind if the new conjecture is different from the previous one. First we propose to
count the number ofmind changes rather than implicit errors of predictionwhen learning frompositive data. Pitt [8] refuted
the idea that considers thenumber ofmind changes as ameasure of the efficiency of an algorithm,whenheproposed to count
the number of implicit errors of prediction. His discussion shows that when learning from complete data, if the equivalence
problem for the target class is decidable, then it admits a polynomial-time learning algorithm that changes its mind at most
linear times in the size of the target representation. However, his technique does not work when learning from positive
data. Giving an upper bound on the number of mind changes of a learning algorithm is not a trivial issue when learning
from positive data.
Besides, counting the total number of implicit errors of prediction is not more restrictive than counting the number of
mind changes when learning from positive data. For every learning algorithmA1 we get another algorithmA2 that makes
implicit errors of prediction at most |Σ | more times than A1 changes its conjecture on the same positive presentation.
We design A2 so that it outputs the same conjecture as A1 whenever the output of A1 is consistent with the input, and
otherwise outputs GΣ with L(GΣ ) = Σ∗ where Σ is the set of letters appearing in the input. A2 is consistent. When A2
makes an implicit error of prediction, there are two cases: (i) the current conjecture is GΣ and the newly given example
includes a letter not in Σ , or (ii) the current conjecture G is from A1. The former case (i) occurs at most |Σ | times and the
latter case (ii) occurs not more than A1 changes its conjecture, because A2 will never output the same conjecture G again
due to the inconsistency of G. Note that if the universal membership problem for the hypothesis space of A1 is solved in
polynomial time and A1 updates its conjecture in polynomial time, then A2 also runs in polynomial time. Therefore, we
propose to count the number of mind changes rather than implicit errors of prediction when learning from positive data
due to the simplicity of the definition.
2 See the footnote 1 for this terminology.
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Here we see the difference of the roles of consistency between learning from complete data and learning from positive
data. When learning from complete data, it is not a trivial task to find a representation that is expected to be consistent
with the forthcoming positive and negative examples. On the other hand, when learning from positive data, the language
Σ∗ trivially contains any positive examples including ones that will be given in the future as long as the alphabet is not
expanded. When learning from complete data, counting the number of implicit errors of prediction is powerful enough to
prevent Pitt’s trick. When learning from positive data, counting mind changes is at least as restrictive as counting implicit
errors of prediction, but, is not powerful enough to prevent Pitt’s trick. We need to find some further conditions, though
giving an upper bound on the number of mind changes of a learning algorithm is not a trivial issue when learning from
positive data.
One persuasive solution for this problem would be to impose consistency, conservativeness and prudence3 to
polynomial-time learning algorithms. It seems that none of the three can be dropped. Suppose that one of those three is
absent and a learning algorithmA1 satisfies the other two properties. One can apply Pitt’s trick toA1 and get a polynomial-
time algorithm A3 as follows, if the universal membership problem for the hypothesis space of the original algorithm is
solved in polynomial time.
Suppose that an algorithm is allowed to be non-conservative.A3 passesA1 some appropriately small prefix of the whole
data so that the computation by A1 will be done in polynomial time in the size of the entire data. A3 outputs the same
conjecture as A1 if it is consistent, otherwise, A3 outputs GΣ . Then A3 updates its conjecture in polynomial time and is
consistent. Note that many efficiently learnable classes include the language Σ∗, e.g., k-reversible languages [2], pattern
languages [1,6], substitutable context-free languages [3], etc. Even though Σ∗ is not a very simple language, it is easy to
see that the class consisting of all the very simple languages andΣ∗ is still identified by a slight modification of Yokomori’s
algorithm. Therefore, we can assume thatA3 is prudent in most cases.
If an algorithm may be non-consistent, A3 should output G∅ with L(G∅) = ∅ instead of GΣ , when the output by A1 is
not consistent. It is easy to verify that the resultant algorithm is indeed conservative and prudent, if so is A1. Still it is not
necessarily the case that the target class contains the empty language, though this assumption seems quite ordinary.4
A non-prudent algorithm may conjecture GK with L(GK ) = K where K is the set of given positive examples, when the
output byA1 is inconsistent. This does not detract from the consistency and conservativeness.
The combination of conservativeness, consistency and prudence forces the algorithm to output a consistent conjecture
whose language does not properly contain any other consistent languages in the target class. This rejects Pitt’s trick and
tricky algorithms like A2. In fact consistency, conservativeness and prudence are very common properties among various
learning algorithms proposed so far. Under these conditions, the numbers of mind changes and implicit errors of prediction
coincide.
On the other hand, consistency is, however, not mandatory. Lange and Wiehagen’s [6] polynomial-time algorithm for
learning pattern languages from positive data is not consistent but it is worth calling efficient. We say an algorithm is
iterative if it computes a new conjecture only from the newly given example and the current conjecture. When we say
that an iterative algorithm updates its conjecture in polynomial-time, we have to specify in what parameter(s) it runs in
polynomial-time. It seems natural to measure the complexity in the sum of the sizes of the newly given example and of the
current conjecture. However this naive idea is not sufficient, because this allows the size of the conjecture to polynomially
increase in every step. This may cause a double exponential (in the number of examples) growth of the conjecture. Besides,
this would allow the learner to store all the examples in the conjecture as, for instance, useless production rules. The most
important advantages of iterative algorithms would be that they do not need to remember many examples and that the
updating time does not increase very much, after a number of examples have been given to the learner. Possible parameters
would be the cardinality of the alphabet Σ , the length of the new example, the length of a longest example given so far,
and/or the minimum description size of the target language. This paper proposes to measure the update time of an iterative
learning algorithm by the sum of |Σ | (if it is not regarded as a constant) and the length of a longest example given so far.
Then iterativeness is also strong enough to prevent tricky polynomial-time algorithms. Lange and Wiehagen’s [6] iterative
algorithm for pattern languages and Yokomori’s [13] iterative algorithm for strictly regular languages run in polynomial
time in this sense.
Moreover, the second condition (distinctive set) of de la Higuera’s definition itself is restrictive enough to prohibit Pitt’s
trick. Although it is easy to satisfy the consistency by the technique constructingA2, de la Higuera’s definition itself works
well when learning from positive data.
Summarizing the above discussion, we have the following possible properties of learning algorithms from positive data.
Definition 1. Suppose that a learning algorithm A identifies G in the limit from positive data. A satisfies the properties
Pccp, Pup, Pmc+, Pmc−, Pds, Pit, respectively, if
• (Pup): it updates its conjecture in polynomial time in the size of the input,• (Pccp): it is consistent, conservative and prudent,
3 The requirement of prudence was missed in the author’s original paper [17].
4 Our definition of conservativeness allows an algorithm to change its conjecture onlywhen the current conjecture contradicts the newly given example.
If we allow an algorithm to change its conjecture when the current conjecture contradicts some of examples given so far, simply A3 may output the
conjecture byA1 .
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• (Pmc+): for any G ∈ G, any positive presentation R of L(G), |{i | A(R, i) 6= A(R, i+1), i ∈ N}| is bounded by a polynomial
in ‖G‖,
• (Pmc−): for any G ∈ G, any positive presentation R of L(G), any n ∈ N, |{i | A(R, i) 6= A(R, i+ 1), 1 ≤ i < n}| is bounded
by a polynomial in ‖G‖lwhere l = max{|R(1)|, . . . , |R(n)|},
• (Pds): for any G ∈ G, there is a finite subset K of L(G) such that
. ‖K‖ is bounded by a polynomial in ‖G‖,
. for any presentation R of L(G) and n ∈ N, whenever K ⊆ {R(1), . . . , R(n)}, we have L(A(R, n)) = L(G) and
A(R, n) = A(R, n+ 1),
• (Pit): it computes new conjectures only from the newly given example and the current conjecture.
If an algorithm satisfies Pup and Pit, it should update its conjecture in polynomial time in the length of a longest example
given so far.
In the remainder of this paper, we discuss the learning efficiency of very simple grammars in terms of the above
properties.
3. Very simple grammars
A context-free grammar (cfg) is a quadruple G = (N,Σ, P, S), where N is a finite set of nonterminal symbols,Σ a finite set
of terminal symbols, P ⊆ N × (N ∪Σ)∗ a finite set of production rules, and S ∈ N the start symbol.⇒G denotes the one step
derivation,⇒+G the transitive closure of⇒G and⇒∗G the reflexive and transitive closure of⇒G. The language generated by G
is the set L(G) = L(G, S)where L(G, α) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | α⇒∗Gw} for α ∈ (N ∪Σ)∗. A cfg G is reduced if for every A ∈ N ∪Σ ,
there are x, y, z ∈ Σ∗ such that S⇒∗G xAz⇒∗G xyz. The description size of a cfg G is defined as ‖G‖ =
∑
A→ζ∈P |Aζ |.
We use early lower Italic letters for terminal symbols, late lower Italic letters for sequences of terminal symbols, early
upper Italic letters for nonterminal symbols, and early lower Greek letters for sequences of nonterminal symbols, unless
otherwise noted.
Definition 2. A cfg G = (N,Σ, P, S) in Greibach normal form is a very simple grammar (vsg) if for any a ∈ Σ ,
A→ aα, B→ aβ ∈ P implies A = B and α = β.
Moreover a vsg G is a one-counter simple grammar (ocsg) if N = {S}.
For every reduced vsg, |N| ≤ |P| = |Σ | holds.
Lemma 3. Let G be a vsg and x a substring of an element of L(G). Then, there are α, β ∈ N∗ such that
α′ ∗⇒
G
xβ ′ iff α′ = αγ and β ′ = βγ for some γ ∈ N∗.
We let χG(x) denote the pair (α, β) satisfying this lemma.
Proof. By induction on |x|. Clearly χG(ε) = (ε, ε). Suppose that xa ∈ Σ+ is a substring of an element of L(G). Let
χG(x) = (α, β) for x ∈ Σ∗ and the unique rule of G in which a appears be A → aγ . If β = ε, we have χG(xa) = (αA, γ ).
If β ∈ N+, then β must have the form β = Aβ ′ for some β ′ ∈ N∗ (otherwise G cannot derive any string including xa as a
substring) and χG(xa) = (α, γ β ′). 
In particular, for anyw ∈ L(G), χG(w) = (S, ε).
Yokomori’s [14,15] learning algorithm for vsgs considers a condition on the length of each rule of a grammar consistent
with a set of positive examples. He represents the lengths of rules with a vector of |Σ | dimensions. For notational
convenience, we express the same idea with a homomorphism, rather than a vector.
A homomorphism ]mapping from Σ∗ to Z (](xy) = ](x) + ](y) for all x, y ∈ Σ∗) is called a shape if ](a) ≥ −1 for all
a ∈ Σ .
For a vsg G = (N,Σ, P, S), the shape of G denoted by ]G is the shape satisfying that
]G(a) = |α| − 1 if A→ aα ∈ P for some A ∈ N .
For each shape ], there is exactly one ocsg G of that shape modulo renaming of the nonterminal symbol. It is easy to see
that whenever α⇒∗G yβ with α, β ∈ N∗, we have |β| = |α| + ]G(y) for any y ∈ Σ∗. By definition, if χG(y) = (α, β), then|β| = |α| + ]G(y). The function [G defined as follows gives the length of α.
[G(x) =
{
0 if x = ε,
max{1− ]G(x′) | x′ is a proper prefix of x} otherwise.
Because the empty string ε is a proper prefix of any nonempty string, [G(x) ≥ 1 for any x ∈ Σ+.
Lemma 4. If χG(x) = (α, β), then |α| = [G(x) and |β| = [G(x)+ ]G(x).
Proof. By induction on x. Go over the proof of Lemma 3 with noting |γ | = 1+ ]G(a). 
We say that a shape ] is compatible with a language L ⊆ Σ∗ if ](w) = −1 and [(w) = 1 for all w ∈ L where [ is defined
from ] as [G is defined from ]G. The notion of compatible shapes is the same as that of solution vectors by Yokomori [14,15].
The following lemma establishes a close relationship between finding a consistent vsg with a finite language and finding a
compatible shape with that language.
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Lemma 5. Let L be a language overΣ and ] a shape onΣ . There is a vsg (ocsg) G such that ]G = ] and L ⊆ L(G) if and only if
] is compatible with L.
Proof. The ‘‘only if’’ part is a corollary to Lemmas 3 and 4. To see the converse, suppose that ] is compatible with L. Let an
ocsg G] consist of rules of the form S → aS1+](a) for all a ∈ Σ , that is, G] is the unique ocsg of the shape ]. Then, it is easy
to see that for every prefixw′ ofw ∈ L, we have S⇒∗G] w′S1+](w
′). Indeed, ifw′ is a proper prefix ofw, then 1+ ](w′) ≥ 1,
and ifw′ = w, then S⇒∗G] w by the compatibility. 
Lemma 6. Suppose that ] is compatible with a language L. For every a ∈ Σ , ](a) < min{|y| | xay ∈ L for some x ∈ Σ∗}.
Proof. Let xay ∈ L. By the definition of compatibility, we have ](xay) = −1 and ](x) ≥ 0. We have ](y) ≥ −|y| by
](b) ≥ −1 for all b ∈ Σ . Therefore, ](a) = ](xay)− ](x)− ](y) ≤ −1+ |y|. 
It is a trivial task to decidewhether a shape is compatible with a finite language. Together with ](a) ≥ −1, Lemma 6 ensures
that one can enumerate all the shapes compatible with the given finite set of positive examples.
4. Learning one-counter simple grammars
There is a simple strategy for identification in the limit frompositive data ofocsgs. For a fixed shape,we have a unique (up
to the renaming of the start symbol) ocsg of that shape. By Lemma 5, finding a consistent grammar and finding a compatible
shape are exactly the same task.
Theorem 7. The class of ocsgs admits a learning algorithm with the properties Pup, Pccp, Pmc+, Pds when we regard |Σ | as a
constant.
Proof. We define the size of a shape ] by ‖]‖ = ∑a∈Σ (](a) + 2), which coincides with the size of the ocsg of that shape.
We give a specification of our algorithm Aocsg here. If the current conjecture is consistent with the newly given example,
Aocsg keeps that conjecture. Otherwise, Aocsg first finds a compatible shape ] consistent with the input that is minimum
with respect to the size ‖]‖. Second it outputs the grammar with rules S → aS1+](a) for a ∈ Σ .
The fact thatAocsg identifies the class of ocsgs follows from Pds.
(Pccp): This property is obvious by definition.
(Pup): Let K be the set of given positive examples. By Lemma 6, every compatible shape ] satisfies −1 ≤ ](a) ≤ l − 2
where l = max{|w| | w ∈ K}. Thus the size of the search space of compatible shapes is bounded by l|Σ |−1 (because there is
at least one terminal b with xb ∈ K , to which every compatible shape assigns−1). Checking the compatibility of a shape ]
with K is done in linear time in ‖K‖. Therefore, the update time is bounded by O(‖K‖|Σ |).
(Pmc+): Each shape ] has at most ‖]‖|Σ | shapes ]′ such that ‖]′‖ ≤ ‖]‖. If the target grammar G has shape ],Aocsg never
outputs a grammar of a shape of larger size than ]. Therefore, by ‖]‖ = ‖G‖ and Pccp, it changes its mind at most ‖G‖|Σ |
times.
(Pds): For an ocsg G, let b ∈ Σ be such that ]G(b) = −1 and KG be
KG = {ab1+]G(a) | a ∈ Σ} ⊆ L(G).
We have ‖KG‖ ≤ ‖G‖. Clearly KG admits exactly one compatible shape, which is ]G. Whenever a superset of KG is given to
the algorithm, it outputs G. 
Theorem 7 holds if we assume |Σ | as a constant. It is natural to ask if we can lift this assumption. Here we give two
negative results. One is concerning the update time and the other is about the number of mind changes.
Proposition 8. The following problem is NP-complete:
• Instance: a finite alphabetΣ and a finite language K overΣ ,
• Question: does K admit a compatible shape?
Proof. The problem is clearly in NP. We show the NP-hardness by reduction from a well known NP-complete problem,
the satisfiability problem. Let X be a finite set of Boolean variables and X¯ = {p¯ | p ∈ X}. A clause C is a non-empty subset
of X ∪ X¯ and a formula F is a finite collection of clauses. A valuation on X is a function φ from X ∪ X¯ to {0, 1} such that
{φ(p), φ(p¯)} = {0, 1} for all p ∈ X . An instance of the satisfiability problem is a pair of a set X of Boolean variables and a
formula F over X . The satisfiability problem is the decision problem of determining whether there is a valuation φ on X such
that for each clause C ∈ F , there is q ∈ C such that φ(q) = 1.
For a given formula F = {C1, . . . , Ck} over X = {p1, . . . , pm}, let
ΣX = {ai, a¯i | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ∪ {b},
KF = {aia¯ibb, a¯iaibb | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}
∪ {σ(q1) . . . σ (ql)bτ(q1) . . . τ (ql)bl | Cj = {q1, . . . , ql}, 1 ≤ j ≤ k},
where σ(pi) = ai, τ(pi) = a¯i for pi ∈ X and σ(p¯i) = a¯i, τ(p¯i) = ai for p¯i ∈ X¯ . This reduction can be done in polynomial time.
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Suppose that φ is a valuation satisfying F . It is easy to check that the shape ]φ defined as
]φ(ai) = φ(pi), ]φ(a¯i) = φ(p¯i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and ]φ(b) = −1
is compatible with KF .
Conversely, suppose that KF admits a compatible shape ]. The fact aia¯ibb, a¯iaibb ∈ KF ensures that ](b) = −1
and {](ai), ](a¯i)} = {0, 1}. Let us define a valuation φ] by φ](pi) = ](ai). For each Cj = {q1, . . . , ql} ∈ F , the fact
](σ (q1) . . . σ (ql)b) ≥ 0 implies that there is qi ∈ Cj such that φ](qi) = 1. 
Corollary 9. There is no polynomial-time algorithm that takesΣ and a finite language K overΣ and outputs a consistent ocsg
(if any) unless P = NP.
Proposition 10. Unless we regard |Σ | as a constant, no learning algorithm for ocsgs satisfies both Pmc− and Pccp at the same
time.
Proof. Let A be a learning algorithm such that it always outputs a consistent ocsg (if any). Let Σm = {ai, a¯i | 1 ≤ i ≤
m} ∪ {b}. We show that for any m, there is an ocsg on Σm of description size O(m) and a sequence of positive examples of
length O(m) on whichA changes its mind at least 2m − 1 times. Let K0 = {aia¯ibb, a¯iaibb | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} be the set of the first
2m positive examples. The set of shapes compatible with K0 is given by
Γ = {] | {](ai), ](a¯i)} = {0, 1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and ](b) = −1}.
For ] ∈ Γ , letw] = x1 . . . xmby1 . . . ymbm where xi = ai and yi = a¯i if ](ai) = 0, and xi = a¯i and yi = ai if ](ai) = 1. Then, for
any ]0, ]1, . . . , ]k ∈ Γ , ]0 is a shape compatible with K0 ∪ {w]1 , . . . , w]k} if and only if ]0 6∈ {]1, . . . , ]k}. After A outputs
a grammar of shape ] ∈ Γ , w] may be given as the succeeding example. At this step,Amust abandon this conjecture and
change its mind. Indeed this is possible for |Γ | − 1 = 2m − 1 times. The target grammar can be the one constructed on the
last shape in Γ such thatw] has not yet appeared in the presentation. 
Despite the above two propositions, abandoning the consistency enables us to construct an efficient iterative learning
algorithm.
Theorem 11. The class of ocsgs admits a learning algorithmBocsg with the propertiesPup,Pmc+,Pds,Pit even when we regard
|Σ | as a variable.
Proof. We give the specification of the algorithmBocsg. Let G0 = 〈{S},Σ0, P0, S〉 be the current conjecture andw the newly
given example.
(1) If b 6∈ Σ0 forw = xb, then add b toΣ0 and S → b to P0.
(2) If there is a 6∈ Σ0 such thatw ∈ (Σ0 ∪{a})∗−Σ∗0 , then add a toΣ0 and S → aSm to P0 wherem is uniquely determined
by the equation ]G0(w) = −1.
(3) Output the updated grammar G0.
The property Pit is obvious. The property Pup follows the fact that ‖G0‖ ≤ |Σ0|l for the length l of a longest example given
so far. We prove Pmc+. WheneverBocsg adds a new rule to the conjecture, it is indeed a rule of the target grammar modulo
renaming the nonterminal symbol. ThusBocsg changes its mind at most |Σ | times. The last property to show isPds. Let G be
the target grammar. KG in the proof of Theorem 7 is also a distinctive set forBocsg. If G has a rule S → b, then b ∈ KG. When
Bocsg receives b and b 6∈ Σ0, Bocsg adds b to Σ0 and the rule S → b to P0 by (1). If G has a rule S → aSm for some m > 0,
then abm ∈ KG for some b ∈ Σ . WhenBocsg receives abm and b 6∈ Σ0, it adds b toΣ0 and the rule S → b to P0 by (1). Then
now b ∈ Σ0 and abm ∈ (Σ0 ∪ {a})∗. If a 6∈ Σ0,Bocsg adds a toΣ0 and the rule S → aSm to P0 by (2). 
The algorithm Bocsg has similar properties to the learning algorithm for pattern languages by Lange and Wiehagen [6].
Although the universal membership problem for pattern languages is NP-complete [1], they overcome the intractability
of pattern languages by giving up the consistency. Indeed their algorithm satisfies Pup, Pds, Pit when we regard |Σ | as a
variable. One different property between Lange andWiehagen’s and our algorithms is that the output of their algorithm on
a sequence of positive examples is the same as the one on a permutation of the sequence, while Bocsg does not have this
property. For instance, the output by Bocsg for the sequence abc, bc is different from the one for bc, abc. The lack of this
property is not necessarily a defect ofBocsg. To smoothly learn a complex concept, to begin with a simpler portion of it is a
better strategy than the opposite in general.
One of the anonymous reviewers suggested another learning algorithm Cocsg, whose hypothesis space (G, L̂) is even
larger than the class of ocsgs. Each element Ĝ of G is a finite set of ocsgs and L̂(̂G) =⋂G∈Ĝ L(G).
Theorem 12. One-counter simple languages admit a learning algorithm Cocsg with the propertiesPup,Pccp,Pmc−,Pds,Pit if we
regard |Σ | as a constant.
Proof. We give the specification of the algorithm Cocsg. Let Ĝ be the current conjecture andw the newly given example. Let
Σ̂ be the alphabet of Ĝ, whose all and only elements have appeared in some examples given so far.
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(1) Ifw ∈ L̂(̂G), then keep the current conjecture Ĝ.
(2) Otherwise, enumerate all the shapes that are compatible with {w} and are extensions of ]G for some G ∈ Ĝ. For each
shape ] obtained by this way, construct the ocsg G′ of that shape ]. The new conjecture Ĝ′ is the set of such ocsgs G′
obtained from all G ∈ Ĝ.
FactuallyCocsg keeps all the consistent ocsgs, whileAocsg discards all but one consistent grammars.Pccp andPit are obvious
by the definition. The crucial factor for the updating time is the number of compatible shapes, equivalently to the cardinality
of the conjecture. It is bounded by l|Σ̂ | for the length l of a longest example given so far. Thus Cocsg has the property Pup. KG
in the proof of Theorem 7 is also a distinctive set for Cocsg (Pds). We provePmc−. Let Ĝ1, . . . , Ĝm be the sequence of pairwise
distinct conjectures output byCocsg in this order until some point,Σi the alphabet of Ĝi and l the length of a longest example
given so far. For each i = 1, . . . ,m− 1, we have two cases. The caseΣi ( Σi+1 occurs at most |Σm| times. IfΣi = Σi+1, it
holds that Ĝi+1 ( Ĝi. This happens atmost l|Σm| times, by |̂Gi| ≤ l|Σi|. All in all,Cocsg has changed itsmind atmost |Σm|+ l|Σm|
times. 
The learners Aocsg, Bocsg and Cocsg present different properties. While each satisfies two of the properties Pccp, Pit and
Pmc+, none of them satisfies all the three. The following example shows that indeed Cocsg does not satisfy Pmc+.
Example 13. Let Σ = {a, b, c, d} and the target grammar G∗ be the ocsg with the shape ]∗ such that ]∗(a) = ]∗(b) =
]∗(c) = 0 and ]∗(d) = −1. The target language is L(G∗) = {a, b, c}∗d. We show that for every natural numberm, there is a
positive presentation of L(G∗) on which Cocsg changes its conjecture more than m times until it converges. Let the positive
examples y, x0, . . . , xm ∈ L∗ be given to Cocsg in this order where
y = bacmd and xi = ac ibcm−id for i = 0, . . . ,m.
Then the set of shapes compatible with Kk = {y, x0, . . . , xk} for k = 0, . . . ,m is Γk = {]k, . . . , ]m, ]∗}where
]i(a) = i, ]i(b) = m− i, ]i(c) = −1, ]i(d) = −1.
That is, the conjecture by Cocsg for y, x0, . . . , xk is Ĝk = {Gk, . . . ,Gm,G∗} where Gi is the unique ocsg with shape ]i. As
Ĝ0 6= · · · 6= Ĝm 6= {G∗}, Cocsg changes its mind more thanm times.
5. Learning very simple grammars
5.1. Yokomori’s algorithm
Yokomori [14,15] has shown that the class of vsgs admits a learning algorithm with the properties Pup and Pccp if we
regard |Σ | as a constant. We begin this section with roughly describing his algorithm and showing that his algorithm also
satisfies Pmc−. To make the further discussion concise, we give slightly different notation and specification for describing
his algorithm. Though the simplified algorithm given belowwould be less efficient than the original from the practical point
of view, we still give the same theoretical upper bound on the running time as the original.
Yokomori introduced ‘‘simulation process’’ for constructing the least consistent vsg for each compatible shape. Let K be
a finite language and ] be a shape compatible with K . The least vsg G such that ]G = ] and K ⊆ L(G) is uniquely determined
(modulo renaming of nonterminals) by simulating derivations of elements of K . Before starting the simulation, assume that
G = (N],Σ, P], S0)where
N] = {S0} ∪ {Xa | a ∈ Σ} ∪ {Za,j | a ∈ Σ, 0 ≤ j ≤ ](a)},
P] = {Xa → aZa,0 . . . Za,](a) | a ∈ Σ}.
This grammar is not reduced and generates no strings. Then, we merge nonterminals in N] so that G can derive all the
elements of K .
For instance, let K = {aabcc} be given. The shape ] = {a 7→ 1, b 7→ −1, c 7→ −1} is compatible with K . First we merge
S0 and Xa so that the grammar can derive the first letter a of aabcc:
S0 = Xa⇒
G
aZa,0Za,1.
Second we have to merge Za,0 and S0 for getting
S0⇒
G
aZa,0Za,1 = aS0Za,1⇒
G
aaS0Za,1Za,1.
Similarly we merge S0 and Xb for the prefix aab of aabcc. Finally we merge Za,1 and Xc . Then the grammar derives aabcc as
S0
∗⇒
G
aaS0Za,1Za,1⇒
G
aabZa,1Za,1 = aabXcXc⇒
G
aabcc.
The resultant rules are
S0 → aS0Xc, S0 → b, Xc → c.
Let G = (N,Σ, P, S) and G′ = (N ′,Σ, P ′, S ′) be two vsgs. We write G 4 G′ if for any a, b ∈ Σ and A ∈ N , whenever
A → aα, A → bβ ∈ P for some α, β ∈ N∗, there is A′ ∈ N ′ such that A′ → aα′, A′ → bβ ′ ∈ P ′ for some α′, β ′ ∈ N ′∗. If
G 4 G′ and G′ 64 G, then we write G ≺ G′. It is easy to see that if G1, . . . ,Gm are vsgs on Σ such that G1 ≺ G2 ≺ · · · ≺ Gm,
thenm ≤ |Σ |.
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Lemma 14 (Yokomori [14]). For any reduced vsgs G and G′, L(G) ⊆ L(G′) implies G 4 G′ and moreover L(G) ( L(G′) implies
G ≺ G′.
Note that the inverse of Lemma 14 does not hold. To choose a minimal (with respect to the language) vsg among many
candidates, Yokomori’s original algorithm chooses a vsg that is minimal with respect to the relation 4. Here we propose an
even simpler criterion.
Corollary 15. Let G and G′ be reduced vsgs on the same alphabet. If L(G) ( L(G′), then |N| > |N ′|.
The learning algorithmAvsg for vsgs, which is a slight simplification of Yokomori’s original algorithm, runs as follows. Let G0
be the previous conjecture (for the first conjecture, assume G0 = ({S},∅,∅, S)) and K be the given set of positive examples.
(1) If K ⊆ L(G0), then output G0.
(2) Otherwise, enumerate all the shapes ]1, . . . , ]k compatible with K .
(3) Construct consistent vsgs G1, . . . ,Gk on ]1, . . . , ]k, respectively, by simulating the derivation of the elements of K .
(4) Among G1, . . . ,Gk, output any vsg that has the largest number of nonterminals.
Theorem 16. The algorithm Avsg identifies vsgs in the limit from positive data. Moreover, Avsg satisfies Pccp, Pup, Pmc−, if we
regard |Σ | as a constant.
Proof. Yokomori has given a proof for this theorem except for the property Pmc−. Note that Avsg updates its conjecture
in O(‖K‖|Σ |) steps for the input K . We prove the property Pmc−. Let G1, . . . ,Gm be the sequence of pairwise distinct vsgs
output byAvsg in this order for the sequence of positive examplesw1, . . . , wn. Let uswriteGi ∼ Gj if ]Gi = ]Gj . Since each ]Gi
is compatible with some non-empty subset of {w1, . . . , wn}, by Lemma 6, we have |̂G/∼| ≤ l|Σ | where Ĝ = {G1, . . . ,Gm}
and l = max{|w1|, . . . , |wn|}. Moreover, if Gi ∼ Gj and i < j, by the procedure of simulation, we have Gi ≺ Gj. Therefore,
each element of Ĝ/∼ contains at most |Σ | grammars. We get |̂G| ≤ |Σ |l|Σ | and thus the algorithm changes its conjecture
at most |Σ |l|Σ | times. 
Avsg does not satisfy Pmc+. Using Example 13, one can see that Avsg may change its conjecture more than m times before
it converges. Moreover, one can give another very simple language by modifying Example 13 so that Avsg must change
the conjecture more than m times for any m whichever Avsg chooses among consistent vsgs with the largest number of
nonterminals.
5.2. Iterative learning algorithm
The strategy of Cocsg (Theorem 12) is also applicable to vsgs. Instead of choosing a minimal vsg among many output
candidates asAvsg does, another learnerBvsg outputs as its conjecture the set of all those output candidates ofAvsg.
Theorem 17. Very simple languages admit a learning algorithm Bvsg with the properties Pup, Pccp, Pmc−, Pit if we regard |Σ |
as a constant.
Proof. Similarly to Cocsg, the hypothesis space of Bvsg is (G, L̂) where G is the class of finite sets of vsgs and L̂(̂G) =⋂
G∈Ĝ L(G). The conjecture Ĝ by Bvsg is the collection of the least consistent vsgs of all the compatible shapes. That is, Ĝ
is the set of consistent vsgs G such that if G′ is also a consistent vsg and ]G = ]G′ , then L(G) ⊆ L(G′). Let Ĝ be the current
conjecture, Σ̂ the alphabet of Ĝ andw the newly given example.
(1) Ifw ∈ L̂(̂G), then keep the current conjecture Ĝ.
(2) Otherwise, the conjecture is the set of all vsgs G′ obtained from some G ∈ Ĝ byminimally adding some new rules and/or
minimally merging some nonterminal symbols for satisfying thatw ∈ L(G′) (ifw ∈ L(G), G′ = G).
We provePmc−. The proof of Theorem 12works for the other properties. Let Ĝ1, . . . , Ĝm be the sequence of pairwise distinct
conjectures output byBvsg in this order until some point,Σi the alphabet of Ĝi,wi the example by whichBvsg has changed
the conjecture from Ĝi−1 to Ĝi, and l the length of a longest example given so far. For each i = 1, . . . ,m− 1, we have three
cases. The case Σ̂i ( Σ̂i+1 occurs at most |Σ̂m| times. The case where Σ̂i = Σ̂i+1 and the shape of some G ∈ Ĝi is not
compatible with wi+1 occurs at most l|Σ̂m| times. The case where Σ̂i = Σ̂i+1 and some G ∈ Ĝi is modified into G′ ∈ Ĝi+1
by merging some nonterminals occurs at most |Σ̂m| times for each shape and thus at most |Σ̂m|l|Σ̂m| times totally. All in all,
Bvsg changes its mind at most O(|Σ̂ |l|Σ̂ |) times. 
5.3. Learning with polynomial mind changes
In this subsection, we propose an alternative learning algorithm Cvsg for vsgs that changes its conjecture at most |Σ |
times (Pmc+), but is not consistent. As discussed in Section 2, the property Pmc+ is not powerful enough for making the
property Pup meaningful, while Pccp is restrictive enough. Here we introduce another property weaker than Pccp.
LetL be a class of languages. We say that a finite subset K of a language L is a characteristic sample of Lwith respect toL
if and only if for any language L′ ∈ L, K ⊆ L′ implies L ⊆ L′.
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Definition 18. A learning algorithm satisfies the property Pcs if whenever the input includes a characteristic sample, the
algorithm converges to a grammar representing the target language.
It is easy to see that a learning algorithm with the property Pccp also satisfies Pcs. Note that the notion of characteristic
samples does not depend on any particular algorithm differently from distinctive sets (K in the definition of Pds,
Definition 1). Although the existence of a characteristic sample is not a necessary condition for identifiability from positive
data, the property Pcs is strong enough to prevent Pitt’s trick if the target class admits a characteristic sample for each
language.
Here we show that every vsg indeed admits a characteristic sample. Let K0 be any finite subset of L(G) in which every
a ∈ Σ appears. By Lemma 6we have a finite number of shapes compatiblewith K0. Moreover each shape has a finite number
of vsgs of that shape modulo renaming nonterminals. Thus we can enumerate all the vsgs G′ on Σ such that K0 ⊆ L(G′).
Then we define KG by adding some wG′ ∈ L(G) − L(G′) to K0 for each G′ such that K0 ⊆ L(G′) and L(G) * L(G′). Then, the
resultant set KG is a characteristic sample of L(G). Because the inclusion problem for vsgs is decidable [7], one can effectively
compute the set KG.
Now we define the learning algorithm Cvsg for vsgs. It is obtained by replacing the procedure (4) ofAvsg with
(4) If there is j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that L(Gj) ⊆ L(Gi) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, then output Gj, else output G0,
where G1, . . . ,Gk are vsgs constructed by the previous step and G0 is the previous conjecture.
Theorem 19. The algorithm Cvsg identifies vsgs in the limit from positive data with the properties Pup, Pmc+, Pcs, where Pup
holds if we regard |Σ | as a constant and Pmc+ holds if we regard |Σ | as a variable.
Proof. Since each vsg admits a characteristic sample, the algorithm identifies vsgs in the limit from positive data.
(Pup): The only difference fromAvsg is the 4th step. It is known that the inclusion of two vsgs constructed on the set K
of positive examples is decidable in O(‖K‖p) for a natural number p [10,16] (see also Section 5.4.4). To find a minimal vsg
among k vsgswith respect to the languages, it is enough to execute this sub-algorithm k times. Then, comparing the obtained
minimal vsgwith the other k− 1 vsgs, one can decide whether or not the minimal vsg generates the least language. In total
one needs to run the sub-algorithm at most 2k ≤ 2‖K‖|Σ |−1 times. Therefore, the algorithm Cvsg runs in O(‖K‖|Σ |+p) steps.
(Pmc+): Let G1, . . . ,Gm be the pairwise distinct vsgs output by the algorithm in this order. Let Ki be the set of positive
examples on which Gi is first output. Since Gi is the least vsg such that Ki ⊆ L(Gi), for any j ∈ {i, . . . ,m}, Ki ⊆ L(Gj) implies
L(Gi) ⊆ L(Gj). By the conservativeness of the algorithm, we have L(Gi) ( L(Gi+1). Therefore, L(G1) ( L(G2) ( · · · ( L(Gm)
and thus G1 ≺ · · · ≺ Gm by Lemma 14. We havem ≤ |Σ |.
(Pcs): It is clear by definition. 
As discussed in Section 2, one can modify the algorithm Cvsg so that it makes implicit errors of prediction at most O(|Σ |)
times, and in that case we lose the conservativeness in exchange for consistency.
Although the upper bound on the number ofmind changes byCvsg is much smaller than the one byAvsg, it is disputable if
Cvsg is more efficient thanAvsg. In fact, whenever Cvsg converges to a vsg on a set of positive examples,Avsg also converges
on the same examples, though the converse does not hold.
Nevertheless, the algorithm Cvsg is still worth considering. First, the convergence of the output of Cvsg is actually
sufficiently quick by the propertyPcs.Cvsg outputs an inconsistent grammar only when it has insufficient positive examples
to uniquely determine a conjecture. In that case, there is no reason why the algorithm should output a certain grammar
among other equally plausible grammars that generate incomparable languages.
Second, the property Pmc+ is a non-trivial property of identification of vsgs in the limit from positive data. Although
it remains open as to how small a distinctive set of a vsg can be for a learning algorithm, this property contributes to the
optimism that the cardinality of a distinctive set could be small.
Third,Cvsg is strongmonotonic, i.e., whenever the conjecture is updated, the newone generates a larger language than the
old one (see e.g. [18]). By this property, one canmodifyCvsg so that it ignores all the positive examples that can be generated
by the current conjecture and constructs the new conjecture from the current conjecture and examples with which the
current conjecture is inconsistent. This allows one to save memory space. In particular, after the algorithm converges to a
grammar representing the target language, it stores no positive examples in its memory space any more. As a result, it can
update its conjecture even quicker than Avsg in some cases. Avsg does not admit this modification. In the next subsection,
we will explain this modification in detail.
Fourth, Cvsg is very cautious against over-generalization. While the output of Cvsg may be inconsistent with the given
examples, its language is always a subset of the target language, hence the output grammar generates only ‘‘safe’’ strings,
which are in the target. On the other hand, the output of Avsg may generate a language incomparable with the target
language.
Fifth, one can know from the behavior of Cvsg whether or not the presented positive examples form a characteristic
sample of a very simple language, because Cvsg outputs a consistent vsg if and only if the input is a characteristic sample of
the conjectured language. Here even an inconsistent output is informative.
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5.4. Further modification
In this subsection, we present another learning algorithm Dvsg for vsgs as a modification of the algorithm Cvsg. Dvsg
updates its conjecture from the current conjecture and positive examples inconsistent with the current conjecture. Let G0
be the current conjecture and K0 the set of positive examples not in L(G0).Dvsg consists of the following three parts:
• enumerating all the shapes ]1, . . . , ]k compatible with L(G0) ∪ K0,• computing a least (with respect to the language) vsg Gi such that L(G0) ∪ K0 ⊆ L(Gi) for each shape ]i,• outputting a least vsg among G1, . . . ,Gk if any. Otherwise, it outputs G0.
This is almost identical to Cvsg except for that the set of positive examples given to Cvsg is now replaced with K0 and G0,
which may generate an infinite language. The last step is exactly the same as Cvsg. We need to present algorithms for the
first two steps.
First we limit the search space for shapes compatiblewith L(G0)∪K0. Recall that if a shape ] is compatiblewith a language
L, ](a) < |y| for any y ∈ Σ∗ with xay ∈ L. The length of a shortest ya with xaya ∈ L(G0) ∪ K0 is clearly shorter than the
length of a longest example given so far. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that one can compute the length of a shortest
ya with xaya ∈ L(G0) ∪ K0 from G0 and K0 (not referring to the examples except for elements of K0) in polynomial time in
‖G0‖ + ‖K0‖ (here one may regard |Σ | as a variable). Thus it is enough to present a method that for any shape ]
(1) checks whether ] is compatible with L(G0) ∪ K0,
(2) and if so, gives a least vsg G] of shape ] such that L(G0) ∪ K0 ⊆ L(G]).
The actual algorithm E , which will be presented in this subsection, is even more general. For an arbitrary pair of a cfg G and
a shape ], it
(1) checks whether ] is compatible with L(G),
(2) and if so, gives a least vsg G] of shape ] such that L(G) ⊆ L(G]).
Our algorithm E for this purpose is a modification of the algorithm deciding the inclusion of a cfg and a length-uniform
simple grammar5 given by Yoshinaka [16], which is based on Wakatsuki and Tomita’s algorithm for the inclusion problem
of vsgs [10]. Section 5.4.1 is devoted to the first part of the algorithm E and the second half is discussed in Section 5.4.2.
The efficiency of E is discussed in Section 5.4.3. There we see that when one applies our algorithm E as a subroutine of the
learning algorithmDvsg, E runs in polynomial time in the total size of the positive examples given so far toDvsg even when
|Σ | is a variable. Thus this modification from Cvsg to Dvsg does not essentially effect the learning efficiency. Dvsg updates
its conjecture in polynomial time if |Σ | is regarded as a constant. This is not the case if |Σ | is a variable due to the number
of shapes that should be considered.
Hereafter we fix a cfg G = (N,Σ, P, S) and a shape ] and let [(x) = max{1− ](x′) | x′ is a proper prefix of x}. It is clear
that no shape is compatible with any language containing the empty string. Thus we can assume that G has no ε-rules or
useless nonterminal symbols without loss of generality. The algorithm E is shown in Fig. 1. This section uses early upper
Italic letters for elements of N ∪Σ , and early lower Greek letters for elements of (N ∪Σ)∗.
5.4.1. Checking the compatibility
Lemma 20. If ] is compatible with L(G), then for every A ∈ N, there are integers nA and mA such that ](y) = nA and [(y) ≤ mA
for all y ∈ L(G, A).
Proof. Suppose that ] is compatible with L(G). For each A ∈ N , let us arbitrarily fix xA, zA ∈ Σ∗ such that S⇒∗G xAAzA. Then,
for every y ∈ L(G, A), we have
](y) = ](xAyzA)− ](xAzA) = −1− ](xAzA)
and
[(y) = max{1− ](y′) | y′ is a proper prefix of y}
= max{1− ](xAy′) | y′ is a proper prefix of y} + ](xA)
≤ max{1− ](w′) | w′ is a proper prefix of xAyzA} + ](xA)
= [(xAyzA)+ ](xA)
= 1+ ](xA). 
Under the assumption that ] is compatiblewith L(G), the above lemmaallowsus to extend the domain of ] and [ to sequences
of nonterminals and terminals of G.
5 A simple grammar is said to be length-uniform if any two rules that contain the same terminal symbol have the same length. Thus all very simple
grammars are length-uniform.
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Fig. 1. Algorithm E .
Definition 21. Suppose that ] is compatible with L(G). Then, ] and [ are extended (mapping from (Σ ∪N)∗ to Z) as follows:
]˜(α) = ](x) for x ∈ L(G, α) and α ∈ (Σ ∪ N)∗,
[˜(α) = max{[(x) | x ∈ L(G, α)} for α ∈ (Σ ∪ N)∗.
In particular, ]˜(S) = −1 and [˜(S) = 1 if ] is compatible with L(G). We also remark that α⇒∗G β implies [˜(α) ≥ [˜(β) for any
α, β ∈ (N ∪Σ)∗. Stage 1 of the algorithm E decides whether ] is compatible with L(G) by trying to compute ]˜(A) and [˜(A)
for all A ∈ N . If ] is compatible with L(G), then the algorithm computes the values correctly, and otherwise, the algorithm
detects that ] is not compatible with L(G).
After giving some technical lemmas, we show the correctness of the algorithm E in Lemma 24.
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Lemma 22. Suppose that ] is compatible with L(G). For α = A1 . . . Am ∈ (N ∪Σ)m with m ≥ 1, we have
]˜(α) = ]˜(A1)+ · · · + ]˜(Am),
[˜(α) = max{−]˜(A1 . . . Ak−1)+ [˜(Ak) | 1 ≤ k ≤ m}.
Proof. The first equality is trivial. We prove the second one.
[˜(α) = [˜(A1 . . . Am)
= max{[(x1 . . . xm) | xi ∈ L(G, Ai)}
= max{1− ](x1 . . . xk−1x′k) | 1 ≤ k ≤ m, xi ∈ L(G, Ai), x′k is a proper prefix of xk}
= max{−](x1 . . . xk−1)+ (1− ](x′k)) | 1 ≤ k ≤ m, xi ∈ L(G, Ai), x′k is a proper prefix of xk}
= max{−](x1 . . . xk−1)+ [(xk) | 1 ≤ k ≤ m, xi ∈ L(G, Ai)}
= max{−]˜(A1 . . . Ak−1)+ [˜(Ak) | 1 ≤ k ≤ m}. 
Lemma 23. If ] is compatible with L(G), then for every A ∈ N, one can find a sequence of rules
Ai−1 → αiAiβi ∈ P for i = 1, . . . , n
such that A0 = A, An ∈ Σ , Ai 6= Aj for any distinct i and j and [˜(A) = 1− ]˜(α1 . . . αn).
Proof. Let xay ∈ L(G, A) be such that [˜(A) = [(xay) = 1− ](x). xaymay be derived as
A = A0⇒
G
α1A1β1⇒· · ·⇒α1 . . . αnAnβn . . . β1 ∗⇒ xay
with the sequence of rules Ai−1 → αiAiβi ∈ P for i = 1, . . . , nwhere x ∈ L(G, α1 . . . αn), An = a ∈ Σ and y ∈ L(G, βn . . . β1).
By the choice of x, we have [˜(A) = 1−](x) = 1− ]˜(α1 . . . αn). Suppose that Ai = Aj for some distinct i and j (0 ≤ i < j < n).
Then there exist derivations
A +⇒
G
α1 . . . αiαj+1 . . . αnaβn . . . βj+1βi . . . β1,
Ai
+⇒
G
αi+1 . . . αjAiβj . . . βi+1.
By [˜(Ai) ≥ [˜(αi+1 . . . αjAiβj . . . βi+1) ≥ −]˜(αi+1 . . . αj)+ [˜(Ai), we have ]˜(αi+1 . . . αj) ≥ 0. This implies that
]˜(α1 . . . αiαj+1 . . . αn) ≤ ]˜(α1 . . . αn)
and thus
[˜(A) ≥ 1− ]˜(α1 . . . αiαj+1 . . . αn) ≥ 1− ]˜(α1 . . . αn) = [˜(A).
Therefore, [˜(A) = 1−]˜(α1 . . . αiαj+1 . . . αn). Inductively applying this discussion, finallywe get a sequence of rules satisfying
the condition of the lemma. 
We remark that if rules Ai−1 → αiAiβi for i = 1, . . . , n satisfy the condition of Lemma 23, then for any x ∈ L(G, α1 . . . αn)
and y ∈ L(G, βn . . . β1), it holds that [˜(A0) = [(xay). Thus Lemma 23 entails that one can find relatively short w ∈ L(G, A)
such that [(w) = [˜(A) for each A ∈ N .
Lemma 24. If ] is not compatible with L(G), the algorithm E in Fig. 1 outputs ‘‘Incompatible’’. Conversely, if ] is compatible with
L(G), then it goes into Stage 2, where ]¯(A) = ]˜(A) and [¯(A) = [˜(A) for all A ∈ N.
Proof. Clearly Stage 1 of E never causes an infinite loop. It is easy to see that if ] is compatible with L(G), then Stage 1.1 of
E computes ]¯(A) = ]˜(A) for every A ∈ N correctly, and that if E goes into Stage 1.2, then ]¯(A) = ](x) for all A ∈ N and
x ∈ L(G, A). To see the correctness of Stage 1.2, by induction on n (n = 0, . . . , |N| + 1) we show that
(a) if ] is compatible with L(G), then [¯n(A) ≤ [˜(A) for all A ∈ N ∪Σ ,
(b) for any sequence of rules Ai−1 → αiAiβi for i = 1, . . . , n with An ∈ N ∪Σ , we have [¯n(A0) ≥ 1− ]¯(α1 . . . αn).
(a) For n = 0, [¯0(A) = 1 ≤ [˜(A) for all A ∈ N ∪Σ , because G has no ε-rules. For n ≥ 1, suppose that [¯n−1(A) ≤ [˜(A) for
all A ∈ N ∪Σ . Then,
[¯n(A) = max{−]¯(B1 . . . Bk−1)+ [¯n−1(Bk) | A→ B1 . . . Bm ∈ P , 1 ≤ k ≤ m }
≤ max{−]˜(B1 . . . Bk−1)+ [˜(Bk) | A→ B1 . . . Bm ∈ P , 1 ≤ k ≤ m}
= [˜(A) (by Lemma 22).
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(b) If n = 0, then [¯0(A) = 1 = 1 − ]¯(ε). For n ≥ 1, suppose that Ai−1 → αiAiβi ∈ P for i = 0, . . . , n and
[¯n−1(A1) ≥ 1− ]¯(α2 . . . αn) (induction hypothesis). By the specification of E ,
[¯n(A0) ≥ −]¯(α1)+ [¯n−1(A1) ≥ −]¯(α1)+ 1− ]¯(α2 . . . αn) = 1− ]¯(α1 . . . αn).
Now suppose that ] is compatiblewith L(G).We have [¯|N|+1(A) ≤ [˜(A) by (a). Lemma23 and (b) entail that [¯|N|(A) ≥ [(w)
for allw ∈ L(G, A). That is,
[˜(A) = max{[(w) | w ∈ L(G, A)} ≤ [¯|N|(A) ≤ [¯|N|+1(A) ≤ [˜(A)
and thus [¯(A) = [¯|N|(A) = [¯|N|+1(A) = [˜(A). The algorithm E goes to Stage 2 with ]¯ = ]˜ and [¯ = [˜.
Conversely suppose that E goes into Stage 2. Using the fact [¯ = [¯|N| = [¯|N|+1, one can prove in the same way as (b) by
induction on n, which may be greater than |N| + 1, that
(b’) for any sequence of rules Ai−1 → αiAiβi for i = 1, . . . , n with An ∈ N ∪Σ , we have [¯(A0) ≥ 1− ]¯(α1 . . . αn).
This entails that [¯(S) ≥ 1 − ](x) for any proper prefix x of any w ∈ L(G), i.e., [¯(S) ≥ [(w). On the other hand we have
[¯(S) = 1. That is, [(w) = 1 for allw ∈ L(G) and ] is compatible with L(G). The correctness of the values of ]¯ and [¯ under the
assumption of the compatibility is already proven above. 
5.4.2. Constructing a least VSG
The algorithm E goes into Stage 2 if and only if ] is compatible with L(G). Lemma 5 shows the existence of a vsg of shape
]whose language includes L(G). At Stage 2, E constructs a least vsg G] = (N],Σ, P], S) such that ]G] = ] and L(G) ⊆ L(G]).
The following property of vsgs is a key of the correctness of the algorithm. (See Lemma 3 for the definition of χG′ .)
Lemma 25. Suppose that L(G) ⊆ L(G′) for a cfgGand a vsgG′. Let y ∈ L(G, A) be such that [G′(y) = [˜G′(A) andχG′(y) = (α, β).
Then for any y′ ∈ L(G, A), we have α⇒∗G′ y′β .
Proof. Let S⇒∗G xAz ∗⇒ xyz with [G′(y) = [˜G′(A). By L(G) ⊆ L(G′), χG′(y) is defined, say, χG′(y) = (α, β). We have
S ′⇒∗G′ xαδ ∗⇒ xyβδ ∗⇒ xyz for some δ. At the same time we have χG′(x) = (S, αδ) and χG′(z) = (βδ, ε). The fact that
xy′z ∈ L(G) ⊆ L(G′) for all y′ ∈ L(G, A) implies that S⇒∗G′ xαδ ∗⇒ xy′βδ ∗⇒ xy′z. By the choice of y, the lemma holds. 
We let χ˜G′(A) denote the longest among χG′(y) for y ∈ L(G, A)when L(G) ⊆ L(G′).
As the learning algorithm Avsg simulates derivations of the given positive examples, the algorithm E also simulates in
Stage 2 derivations of elements of L(G) for computing a least vsg G] with ]G] = ] and L(G) ⊆ L(G]). At the beginning of the
procedure, the sets of nonterminals and rules of G] are respectively
N] = {S0} ∪ {Xa | a ∈ Σ} ∪ {Za,i | a ∈ Σ, 0 ≤ i ≤ ](a)},
P] = {Xa → aZa,0 . . . Za,](a) | a ∈ Σ}
as the beginning of the simulation procedure of Avsg for constructing a least vsg consistent with positive examples. Then
the nonterminals of N] will be merged with simulating derivations of elements of L(G) by G]. E ‘‘merges’’ two sequences
of nonterminals of the same length. Merging X1X2X3 and Y1Y2Y3 means merging Xi and Yi for each i = 1, 2, 3. For instance,
when XY and ZZ are merged, we finally get X = Y = Z .
Our algorithm E constructs a collection F of trees TA for all A ∈ N . TA is the prefix tree (trie) of the set {α | A→ α ∈ P},
which represents leftmost derivations of L(G, A). To each node of TA, F gives a label that is the corresponding sequence of
nonterminal symbols of N]. That is, the forest F is supposed to be a function such that the domain is
dom(F ) = {[A : α] | A→ αβ ∈ P and α, β ∈ (N ∪Σ)∗}
and it holds
F ([A : α]) ∈ N [˜(A)+]˜(α)] .
Each element of dom(F ) is called a node. The node [A : ε] is the root node of TA, and a node [A : α] is called a final node
of TA if A → α ∈ P . Note that while all the leaf nodes are final nodes, a final node is not necessarily a leaf node. The value
F ([A : α]) ∈ N [˜(A)+]˜(α)] is called the label of a node [A : α], and its length is [˜(A) + ]˜(α). For simplicity we write F (A : α)
instead of F ([A : α]). Let A→ B1 . . . Bm ∈ P and
A⇒
G
B1 . . . Bm
∗⇒ w1 . . . wm
withwi ∈ L(G, Bi) for each i = 1, . . . ,m. Let G] be the output of the algorithm E with the desired property. E definesF and
merges nonterminals of N] so that we have
F (A : ε) ∗⇒
G]
w1F (A : B1) ∗⇒ · · · ∗⇒ w1 . . . wmF (A : B1 . . . Bm).
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In particular, we see that χ˜G](A) = (F (A : ε),F (A : B1 . . . Bm)). Indeed it is not hard to see that Lemma 25 entails that each
label is uniquely determined independently ofwi. Besides, the labels of the final nodes of TA should be identical, so we refer
to the unique label of final nodes as Final(A). Thus, we have χ˜G](A) = (Start(A), Final(A)), where Start(A) = F (A : ε) is
the label of the root node of TA. We also note that concerning χ˜G](Bk) = (Start(Bk), Final(Bk)), Start(Bk) coincides with the
prefix of length [˜(Bk) of F (A : B1 . . . Bk−1) and Final(Bk) is the prefix of length [˜(Bk)+ ]˜(Bk) of F (A : B1 . . . Bk).
We now explain how the algorithm E determines the labels on nodes of the forest F through an example.
Example 26. Let G consist of rules
S → aCe, C → bCd | c.
Then L(G) = {abncdne | n ≥ 0}. It is easy to verify that the shape ] such that ](a) = 1, ](b) = ](d) = 0 and ](c) = ](e) = −1
is compatible with L(G); ]˜(S) = ]˜(C) = −1, [˜(S) = 1 and [˜(C) = 2.
First E constructs the forest whose nodes are labeled with⊥ except for that Start(S) = S0. Since the edge going out from
the root node of TS is labeled with a, S0 and Xa are merged. Then we get S0 = Xa⇒G] aZa,0Za,1, and we label the node [S : a]
with Za,0Za,1. The edge going out from [S : a] is labeled with C , which refers to the tree TC . Thus Za,0Za,1 is copied on the root
node of TC , because of [˜(C) = 2. Since the root node of TC has two outgoing edges labeled with b and c , respectively, the
head Za,0 of Start(C) is merged with Xb and Xc . Now G] has rules Za,0(= Xb)→ bZb,0 and Za,0(= Xc)→ c and derivations
Start(C) = Za,0Za,1⇒
G]
{
bZb,0Za,1,
cZa,1.
Corresponding to those, we let F (C : b) = Zb,0Za,1 and F (C : c) = Za,1. For [C : c] is a final node of TC , we get
Final(C) = F (C : c) = Za,1. We have established χ˜G](C) = (Start(C), Final(C)) = (Za,0Za,1, Za,1). The edge going out
from [C : b] is labeled with C , which refers to TC itself. Then E merges F (C : b) = Zb,0Za,1 and Start(C) = Za,0Za,1. Because
the edges coming in to [S : aC] and [C : bC] refer to TC , we let F (S : aC) = F (C : bC) = Final(C) = Za,1. Since the edge
going out from [S : aC] is labeled with e, Xe and F (S : aC) = Za,1 should be merged. Similarly, Xd and F (C : bC) = Za,1
should be merged. We once label the node F (C : bCd) with Zd,0, and then merge it with Final(C) = Za,1, because [C : bCd]
is a final node of TC as well as [C : c]. Concerning the final node [S : aCe] of TS , by [˜(S) + ]˜(aCe) = 0, its label is just the
empty sequence ε. The resultant forest is as follows, where double circles denote final nodes.
Then we finally get the grammar G] with rules
S0 → aZa,0Za,1, Za,0 → bZa,0 | c, Za,1 → dZa,1 | e.
Indeed, L(G) ⊆ L(G]) = {abmcdne | m, n ≥ 0}.
In the actual implementation, we suppose that Start(A) directly refers to the node label F (A : ε), while E has a special
memory space for storing Final(A) besides the labels of final nodes.
Now we prove that G] indeed has the desired property: L(G) ⊆ L(G]) (Lemma 27), and if L(G) ⊆ L(G′) for some vsg G′
with ]G′ = ], then L(G]) ⊆ L(G′) (Lemma 28).
Lemma 27. For anyw ∈ L(G, A) with A ∈ N, we have Start(A)⇒∗G] wFinal(A).
Proof. We show the lemma by induction on the number of steps to derive w. Let A⇒G B1 . . . Bm ∗⇒ w1 . . . wm = w with
Bk ∈ N∪Σ andF (A : B1 . . . Bk) = ζk for each k = 0, . . . ,m. It is enough to show that ζk−1⇒∗G] wkζk for each k = 1, . . . ,m,
because Start(A) = ζ0 and Final(A) = ζm by ((v)) of the algorithm.
Suppose Bk = wk = a ∈ Σ . Let ζk−1 = Yζ ′k−1 with Y ∈ N]. We have Y = Xa by (( i )) of the algorithm, and
ζk = Za,0 . . . Za,](a)ζ ′k−1 by ((ii)). Thus
ζk−1 = Xaζ ′k−1⇒G] aZa,0 . . . Za,](a)ζ
′
k−1 = wkζk.
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Suppose Bk ∈ N . We have ζk−1 = Start(Bk)ζ ′k−1 for some ζ ′k−1 by ((iii)) of the algorithm, and ζk = Final(Bk)ζ ′k−1 by ((iv)).
Applying induction hypothesis towk ∈ L(G, Bk), we get
ζk−1 = Start(Bk)ζ ′k−1 ∗⇒G] wkFinal(Bk)ζ
′
k−1 = wkζk. 
Lemma 28. If G′ is a vsg of shape ] such that L(G) ⊆ L(G′), then L(G]) ⊆ L(G′).
Proof. Let G′ = (N ′,Σ, P ′, S ′) and φ : N] → N ′ be such that
φ(S0) = S ′,
φ(Xa) = A′ if A′ → aα′ ∈ P ′,
φ(Za,k) = B′ if A′ → aα′B′β ′ ∈ P ′ with |α′| = k.
If each element of N] is distinct from each other, φ is well-defined, but it is not necessarily the case when some elements of
N] are ‘‘merged’’. We prove that
(a) φ is always well-defined during the computation of G], i.e., E merges Y1 and Y2 in N] only when φ(Y1) = φ(Y2).
This entails that whenever S0⇒∗G] xζ , we have φ(S0)⇒∗G′ xφ(ζ ) for any x ∈ Σ∗, where φ is homomorphically extended
(φ(ζ1ζ2) = φ(ζ1)φ(ζ2)), and thus L(G]) ⊆ L(G′).
We prove (a) by induction on the execution of E together with the following auxiliary claims (b) and (c):
(b) If F (A : α) = ζ 6= ⊥, then there are x ∈ Σ∗ and y ∈ L(G, α) such that
S ∗⇒
G
xAγ ⇒ xαβγ ∗⇒ xyβγ ,
φ(S0)
∗⇒
G′
xyφ(ζ )θ,
for some β, γ ∈ N∗ and θ ∈ N ′∗.
(c) If Start(A) 6= ⊥ and Final(A) 6= ⊥, then
χ˜G′(A) = (φ(Start(A)), φ(Final(A))).
For the initial forest, clearly the above claims hold and φ is well-defined.
(Case 1) Suppose that (( i )) is applied to the node [A : αa] with F (A : α) = Yζ . We prove (a). By induction hypothesis
(b), we have
S ∗⇒
G
xAγ ⇒ xαaβγ ∗⇒ xyaβγ ,
φ(S0)
∗⇒
G′
xyφ(Y )φ(ζ )θ.
By L(G) ⊆ L(G′), G′ must have the rule φ(Y ) → aφ(Za,0 . . . Za,](a)). By definition, we have φ(Xa) = φ(Y ). Thus merging Xa
and Y causes no conflict with respect to the definition of φ.
(Case 2) Suppose that ((ii)) is applied to the node [A : αa]with F (A : α) = Xaζ . We prove (b). By applying the induction
hypothesis (b) to [A : α], we have
S ∗⇒
G
xAγ ⇒ xαaβγ ∗⇒ xyaβγ ,
φ(S0)
∗⇒
G′
xyφ(Xa)φ(ζ )θ.
Thus
φ(S0)
∗⇒
G′
xyφ(Xa)φ(ζ )θ ⇒ xyaφ(Za,0 . . . Za,](a)ζ )θ = xyaφ(F (A : αa))θ.
(Case 3) Suppose that ((iii)) is applied to the node [A : αB] with F (A : α) = ζη and |ζ | = [˜(B). If Start(B) = ⊥, clearly
(b) holds immediately by applying the induction hypothesis to the node [A : α]. Suppose Start(B) 6= ⊥. We prove (a). By
applying induction hypothesis to [A : α], we have
S ∗⇒
G
xAγ ⇒ xαBβγ ∗⇒ xyBβγ ,
φ(S0)
∗⇒
G′
xyφ(ζ )φ(η)θ.
On the other hand, applying induction hypothesis (b) to Start(B), we also have
S ∗⇒
G
x′Bδ,
φ(S0)
∗⇒
G′
x′φ(Start(B))ξ .
By L(G) ⊆ L(G′), both φ(ζ ) and φ(Start(B))must be the first element of χ˜G′(B), i.e., φ(ζ ) = φ(Start(B)) indeed.
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(Case 4) Suppose that ((iv)) is applied to the node [A : αB] with F (A : α) = ζη and |ζ | = [˜(B). By applying induction
hypothesis (c) to B, we have χ˜G′(B) = (φ(Start(B)), φ(Final(B))). Together with the induction hypothesis (b) on [A : α], we
have
S ∗⇒
G
xAγ ⇒ xαBβγ ∗⇒ xyBβγ ∗⇒ xyzβγ ,
φ(S0)
∗⇒
G′
xyφ(Start(B))φ(η)θ ∗⇒ xyzφ(Final(B))φ(η)θ.
(Case 5) Suppose that ((v)) is applied to a final node [A : α]. If Final(A) = ⊥, we have to prove (c). Applying the induction
hypothesis (b) to [A : ε] and [A : α], we have x ∈ Σ∗ and y ∈ L(G, α) ⊆ L(G, A) such that
S ∗⇒
G
xAγ ⇒ xαγ ∗⇒ xyγ ,
φ(S0)
∗⇒
G′
xφ(F (A : ε))θ ∗⇒ xyφ(F (A : α))θ.
By Lemma 25, χ˜G′(A) = (φ(F (A : ε)), φ(F (A : α))). Thus, letting Final(A) = F (A : α), we have χ˜G′(A) =
(φ(Start(A)), φ(Final(A))).
If Final(A) 6= ⊥, we have to prove (a). Applying the induction hypothesis (b) to [A : ε] and [A : α], we have derivations
as above. That is, χ˜G′(A) = (φ(F (A : ε)), φ(F (A : α))). By applying the induction hypothesis (c) to TA, we also have
χ˜G′(A) = (φ(Start(A)), φ(Final(A))). That is, φ(Final(A)) = φ(F (A : α)). 
Corollary 29. For any cfg G and any shape ], if ] is compatible with L(G), then the algorithm E computes a least vsg G] such
that ]G] = ] and L(G) ⊆ L(G]). Otherwise, it outputs ‘‘Incompatible’’.
Proof. By Lemmas 24, 27 and 28. 
5.4.3. Time complexity
Lemma 30. Stage 1 of the algorithm E runs in O(‖G‖2) steps.
Proof. The while loop of Stage 1.1 is repeated at most |P| times. For each cycle, it takes O(‖G‖) steps to find a rule A→ α
such that ]¯(α) has already been defined. Hence, in totalO(‖G‖|P|) steps are needed to exit Stage 1.1. The for loop of Stage 1.2
is repeated |N|+1 times. For each cycle, it takes O(‖G‖) steps to compute [¯(A) for all A ∈ N . Hence, in total O(‖G‖|N|) steps
are needed to exit Stage 1.2. In total Stage 1 takes O(‖G‖2) steps. 
We evaluate the complexity of Stage 2 with the parameter τG called the thickness of G defined by
τG = max{τ(G, A) | A ∈ N}, where
τ(G, α) = min{|w| | w ∈ L(G, α)} for α ∈ (N ∪Σ)∗.
It is easy to see that τG cannot be bounded by a polynomial in ‖G‖.
Lemma 31. If ] is compatible with L(G), then−τG ≤ ]˜(A) ≤ ‖G‖τG for every A ∈ N ∪Σ .
Proof. The inequality −τG ≤ ]˜(A) is trivial, because the fact ](a) ≥ −1 for all a ∈ Σ entails ]˜(A) = ](w) ≥ −|w| for all
w ∈ L(G, A).
For each A ∈ N ∪Σ , one can find a sequence of production rules Ai−1 → αiAiβi for i = 1, . . . , n such that A0 = S, An = A
and Ai 6= Aj for any distinct i and j. Then we have
S ∗⇒
G
α1 . . . αnAβn . . . β1 and ]˜(S) = ]˜(α1 . . . αnAβn . . . β1).
Because rules Ai−1 → αiAiβi are pairwise distinct, |α1β1 . . . αnβn| ≤ ‖G‖ and thus
]˜(A) = ]˜(S)− ]˜(α1β1 . . . αnβn) ≤ −1+ τ(G, α1β1 . . . αnβn) ≤ ‖G‖τG. 
Lemma 32. If ] is compatible with L(G), then 1 ≤ [˜(A) ≤ ‖G‖τG for every A ∈ N ∪Σ .
Proof. For a ∈ Σ , [˜(a) = 1. For A ∈ N , let xay ∈ L(G, A) be such that [˜(A) = [(xay) = 1 − ](x). One can find rules
Ai−1 → αiAiβi ∈ P for i = 1, . . . , n such that A0 = A, An = a ∈ Σ , x ∈ L(G, α1 . . . αn) and y ∈ L(G, βn . . . β1). That is,
A0⇒
G
α1A1β1⇒· · ·⇒α1 . . . αnAnβn . . . β1 ∗⇒ xay.
By Lemma 23, one can choose xay ∈ L(G, A) so that no nonterminal occurs twice or more in A0, . . . , An−1. Thus all the rules
Ai−1 → αiAiβi are distinct from each other. Therefore
[˜(A) = 1− ](x) = 1− ]˜(α1 . . . αn) ≤ 1+ τ(G, α1 . . . αn) ≤ ‖G‖τG. 
Corollary 33. The length of each node label in the comparison forest is at most 2‖G‖τG.
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Proof. If [A : α] ∈ dom(F ), there is β ∈ Γ ∗ such that A→ αβ ∈ P . A slight modification6 of the proof of Lemma 31 gives
]˜(α) ≤ ‖G‖τG. [˜(A)+ ]˜(α) ≤ 2‖G‖τG by Lemma 32. 
Lemma 34. Suppose that ] is compatible with L(G). Stage 2 of the algorithm E takes O(‖G‖3τG) steps.
Proof. We have |dom(F )| ≤ ‖G‖. Let ‖F ‖ denote the total sum of the lengths of the labels of all the nodes of the forest F .
Then
‖F ‖ =
∑
[A:α]∈dom(F )
|F (A : α)| =
∑
[A:α]∈dom(F )
([¯(A)+ ]¯(α)) ≤ 2‖G‖2τG
by Corollary 33. In the until loop of Stage 2, some node in dom(F ) is newly labeled or some nonterminal symbols in N]
appearing on some nodes are merged. Merging nonterminals X and Y may be realized in several ways. Here we simply
interpret this procedure as replacing all the occurrences of Y with X in the forest and the rules of the grammar. Though
each task (( i ))–((v)) is independently described in Fig. 1, actually it is enough to check whether two nonterminals should be
merged only when some node is newly labeled. Thus, the number of repetition can be at most |dom(F )| times. The time
cost of each task that might be done in the loop is estimated as follows.
• Finding a node able to be newly labeled · · · O(|dom(F )|).
• Labeling a node [A : α] · · · O([¯(A)+ ]¯(α)) ⊆ O(‖G‖τG).
• Listing nonterminals in the new label and Xa, Start(B) or Final(A) that should be merged · · · O(‖G‖τG).
• Relabeling the nodes of the forest and rewriting the rules of the grammar · · · O(‖F ‖ + ‖G‖) ⊆ O(‖G‖2τG).
Thus each cycle is executed in O(‖G‖2τG) steps. Hence Stage 2 totally takes O(|dom(F )|‖G‖2τG) ⊆ O(‖G‖3τG) steps. 
Theorem 35. For any cfgGand any shape ], the algorithmE answers ‘‘Incompatible’’ if ] is not compatiblewith L(G). Otherwise,
it computes a least vsg G] of the shape ] such that L(G) ⊆ L(G]). It runs in polynomial time in ‖G‖ and τG.
Proof. By Corollary 29 and Lemmas 30 and 34. 
Recall that E is a subroutine of the learning algorithm Dvsg, whose input is G0 and K0 where G0 is the previous conjecture
and K0 is the set of examples withwhich G0 is inconsistent. Onemay assume that E takes a cfg G such that L(G) = L(G0)∪K0
and ‖G‖ ∈ O(‖G0‖ + ‖K0‖). Let l be the length of a longest example given so far. Clearly τG ≤ l and ‖G0‖ ∈ O(|Σ |l). Thus E
runs in polynomial time in |Σ |, ‖K0‖ and l.
5.4.4. Remark
We remark that the algorithm E can be modified so that it decides the inclusion between a cfg G and a vsg G′. If ]G′ is
not compatible with L(G), clearly L(G) * L(G′). Otherwise one can simulate derivations of elements of L(G) with G′, as E
simulates derivations of elements of L(G) with G] if ] is compatible with L(G). When it happens that some nonterminals of
G′ should be merged, this means that L(G) 6⊆ L(G′). When the forest has completely been constructed without any needs
of merging nonterminals of G′, we get the conclusion L(G) ⊆ L(G′). Because we never merge nonterminals of G′ in this
algorithm, it runs in O(‖G‖2τG + ‖G′‖) steps (see the proof of Lemma 34). This algorithm runs faster than Wakatsuki and
Tomita’s algorithm for the inclusion problem for vsgs [10]. One remarkable feature of our algorithm is that the required time
for deciding whether L(G) ⊆ L(G′) depends almost only on G. While τG is not bounded by any polynomial in ‖G‖, one might
expect that we could give a tighter upper bound on the complexity by utilizing parameters derived from G′ too, namely,
polynomial in ‖G‖‖G′‖. The following example, however, refutes this expectation even when G is also a vsg.
Example 36. Let Gn and G′n be two vsgs consisting of the following rules:
Gn : S → aBnCDn, B0 → b0, C → c, D0 → d0, Bi → biBi−1Bi−1, Di → diDi−1Di−1 for i = 1, . . . , n,
G′n : S ′ → aS ′, S ′ → biS ′S ′, S ′ → c, S ′ → di for i = 1, . . . , n.
Then ]G′n is compatible with L(Gn) and ]˜G′n(Bi) = 2i+1 − 1, ]˜G′n(Di) = −2i+1 + 1, [˜G′n(Bi) = 1 and [˜G′n(Di) = 2i+1 − 1. The
description size of the forest cannot be bounded by any polynomial in n, while ‖Gn‖, ‖G′n‖ ∈ O(n).
6. Conclusions and discussion
We have discussed possible definitions of polynomial-time learning algorithms from positive data through presenting
various kinds of learning algorithms for each of very simple grammars and one-counter simple grammars. An
interesting contrast among those algorithms would be that some possess the three standard properties, i.e., consistency,
conservativeness and prudence, while others are not consistent. Our discussion of the former type of algorithms augments
6 Add A→ αβ to the sequence of production rules in the proof of Lemma 31. Then one gets ]˜(α) = ]˜(S)− ]˜(α1β1 . . . αnβnβ) ≤ ‖G‖τG .
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Yokomori’s original work [14,15] by revealing a property of his algorithm for vsgs, while an upper bound on the efficiency
of consistent, conservative and prudent learning algorithms for ocsgs is given.
On the other hand, the algorithm Cocsg shows a similarity to the learning algorithm for pattern languages by Lange and
Wiehagen [6]. For those algorithms, there are two kinds of examples, ‘‘good’’ ones and ‘‘bad’’ ones, depending on the current
conjecture.When the new example is bad, the algorithms simply ignore the example, and they update their conjectures only
when the example is good. Ignoring bad examples is the key for overcoming the intractability of the target class. Concerning
this issue, Wiehagen and Zeugmann [12] discuss the importance of inconsistent strategies for learning from complete data.
The algorithms Cvsg and Dvsg also behave inconsistently. Cvsg does not run faster than Avsg and Cvsg and Dvsg require
positive examples at least as much as Avsg for convergence. However, Cvsg and Dvsg show several virtues as discussed
in Section 5.3. We would like to emphasize that an inconsistent output can be more reliable than a consistent output.
For some set of positive examples, every consistent grammar possibly generates a language incomparable with the target
language. In that case, an inconsistent conjecture that surely generates a subset of the target language might be better in
some applications.
We also note that the modification fromAvsg to Cvsg and toDvsg is applicable to the related algorithms by Wakatsuki et
al. [11] and by Yoshinaka [16] with utilizing efficient inclusion checking algorithms for those classes [4,16]. Then one gets
strongly monotonic algorithms for those classes.
Concerning the property Pds, it is known that the class of vsgs cannot satisfy that property unless |Σ | is regarded as a
constant. It remains open how small a distinctive set of a vsg can be for a learning algorithm.
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